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Timothy J. Hutzel to Deliver Keynote Presentation on Reshoring at the 2014 ASSEMBLY Show and
Featured in the Wire Journal International’s September Issue
Author of Bringing Jobs Back to the USA discusses why reshoring is more than a fad
WASHINGTON, D.C. (October 1, 2014) – MainStream GS, LLC, a veteran owned
management consulting firm, announced today that Timothy J. Hutzel is scheduled to
deliver the Keynote Presentation at the 2014 ASSEMBLY Show in Rosemont, Il on
October 29th at 9am CST. Hutzel retired as Partner of MainStream GS, LLC 2009 and is
the co-author of Bringing Jobs Back to the USA: Rebuilding America's Manufacturing
Through Reshoring and Keeping Your Business in the USA: Profit Globally While
Operating Locally.
The ASSEMBLY Show is the "must attend" industry event for assembly professionals.
The Show’s main objective is to assist suppliers, buyers and users of assembly equipment
in manufacturing plants connect, learn, share, and explore all things assembly. Hutzel’s book, Bringing Jobs
Back to the USA, explains how American companies can survive and prosper while keeping their
manufacturing base within the United States. During the Keynote Presentation, Hutzel will provide a
powerful one-two punch to debunk the myth that U.S. manufacturers cannot compete with cheap labor
countries as well as explain why U.S. companies sent their jobs overseas and discuss how companies are
thriving by manufacturing within the United States.
In September, the Wire Jounal International (WJI) featured an interview with Tim Hutzel sharing his thoughts
on reshoring and why he believes that reshoring is more than just a fad. The WJI is sponsored by the Wire
Association International, Inc, a worldwide technical society for wire and cable industry professionals that
promotes, collects, and disseminates technical, manufacturing, and general business information to the
ferrous, nonferrous, electrical, fiber optic, and fastener segments of the wire and cable industry
Hutzel has over thirty-five years of experience of transforming organizations into highly efficient operations
through process improvement and organization development. He utilizes a unique blend of technical and
organizational tools and methodologies to provide solutions beyond the traditional scope of Lean process
improvement. Bringing Jobs Back to the USA: Rebuilding America's Manufacturing Through Reshoring is
available on Amazon.com by clicking HERE (ISBN: 978-1-4665-5756-7, 245 pp., Hardback, $37.95).
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MainStream Global Solutions, LLC is a veteran owned management consulting firm whose passion is
helping customers increase performance and sustain gains by integrating change management, technical
tools, and industry best practices.
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